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Hackathon to
harness talented
programmers
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Laugh yourself silly

‘‘T

SETH RICHARDSON
Daily Egyptian
Hacking, a term usually used with
disdain, is getting a new meaning in
southern Illinois.
The HackSI Hackathon will take
place Nov. 2, at the Dunn-Richmond
Economic Development Center in an
attempt to get people in the area excited
about creating technology-based projects.
The name hackathon might not mean
what some think it means, said Dave
Glass of Marion, a software architect at
Yahoo and one of the coordinators of the
event.
“The technical definition of a hack
is make something do something it’s
not supposed to do,” he said. “What a
hackathon is – this one is scheduled for
12 hours – basically these engineers and
these geeks show up and they have 12
hours to come up with an idea and then
build it and show it off to their peers.”
Hackathons first became popular in
the Silicon Valley area and companies
like Google, Yahoo, Tumblr, Facebok and
Twitter have held several per year in an
attempt to recruit new talent and ideas.
Past projects Glass has seen at similar
events include Android apps, new social
media platforms and robotics among a
variety of others.
Glass said the hackathon removes the
restrictions put in place by technology
companies when developing software and
hardware.
“We look at that as red tape,” he said.
“What a hackathon does is remove that
red tape, there’s no rules. You can build
whatever your mind comes up with. That
usually leads to really cool innovations
because these guys come up with
something no one has ever seen before.”

SINCE 1916

he technical definition
of a hack is make
something do something
it’s not supposed to do.
— Dave Glass
software architect

Darryl Jones, owner of Splattered
Ink in Murphysboro and hackathon
coordinator, said the openness of the
event is what is so attractive about it.
“You don’t have restrictions that
come from a boss or a client or your
own daily to-do list,” Jones said. “If
you want to figure out how to roll your
windows up in your car, go for it. If you
want to use hand gestures to control a
remote control helicopter, go for it. If
you want to create a website or app or
anything like that, go for it. It’s about
that freedom to create.”
The event begins at 10 a.m. where
entrants will receive guidance from
professionals in the field. The entrants
then split into their own groups and begin
developing their products. At 10 p.m. the
judges will look at the final products and
determine their favorite.
However, the creation process is only
one portion of the event. Jones said
networking was another main goal of the
hackathon.
“Ultimately, networking is one of the
biggest advantages of an event like this,”
Jones said. “A lot of the companies that
sponsor an event like this are interested in
that. They want to see who’s here and they
want to get to know them and network.”
Please see HACKATHON | 3
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Tyler Jackson, of Carbondale, performs a stand-up routine Monday at Hangar 9.
Jackson, a member of The Carbondale Comedians, is one of several local comedians
who host Comedy Night every Monday at 9 p.m. Hangar 9 also hosts open mic
beginning at 10 p.m.

Night Transit seeks new program improvements
CHARINDER THOMPSON
Daily Egyptian
The Night Safety Transit continues to grow
and provide SIU students the option to safely
travel to and from campus locations.
With the massive influx of calls from students
each night and the winter approaching,
the service may be faced an assortment of
hardships.
The service has been providing students with
transportation for almost three decades and
was created to transport students on and off
campus. When the service first started, it was
only available for women, said Jeffery McGoy,
Assistant Dean of Students at SIU.
As of August 2013, it was decided to
switch the transit service provider from the

Department of Public Safety to the Dean of
Students office, which also oversees campus
departments such as Center for Inclusive
Excellence and Students’ Legal Assistance.
Since the recent transition of being a
Department of Public Safety service, there have
been major changes to the service.
McGoy said they are receiving anywhere
from 15 to 30 phone calls a night and have
expanded hours and routes, which resulted in a
large increase in calls.
“We have quite a few females riders but we
have seen an increase in males who use the
service,” he said.
Katherine Sermersheim, Interim Dean of
Students said two significant changes for the
transit are the explanation of service hours and
offering rides to other on-campus locations.

Despite the growing number of calls Night
Transit receives, many students are unaware
that this service is being provided for no charge.
La’Nesha Craig, a sophomore from Chicago
studying social work said she found out about
the Night Safety Transit about a week ago
when her roommate was complaining that the
amount of time it took for the van to come was
way too long and she had to walk.
“I would like to use the service but I am
an impatient person and I do not have the
patience to wait,” she said.
Sermersheim said the funding sources only
allow transit to have one van running, but the
university will continue to collect data and can
make recommendations to add another van or
alter hours if needed.
“With the cold weather I can anticipate as a

result we will have more users, so we encourage
students to use the Saluki Express when it is
running and its off campus routes they have
available,” she said. “I know everyone wants
speedy taxi-like service but the purpose of
Night Safety Transit is to provide the safe
transportation.”
Craig said since learning of the service and
asking around she has learned a few negative
things but also a lot of positive things and can
only imagine the service getting better.
“We will continue to evaluate the program
and serve students to the best of our abilities,”
Sermersheim said.
Charinder Thompson can be reached at
cthompson@dailyegyptian.com
or 453-3311 ext. 268
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The Weather Channel® 5-day weather forecast for Carbondale
Today
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CHICAGO — Two men
filed a complaint with the state of
Illinois against a Chicago taxicab
company Monday, alleging one of
the company’s drivers ejected them
from a cab after they kissed.
Steven White of West Hollywood,
Calif., and Matthew McCrea of
Chicago say they kissed during a ride
in May from O’Hare International
Airport to McCrea’s home. They
claim the driver for Sun Taxi turned
the interior lights on and off, telling
his passengers, “This is public
transportation.” The driver initially
pulled over on an expressway but
then drove to a grocery store parking
lot and ordered them out, they said.
“My initial reaction was that I was
afraid of this man, and I didn’t know
what he was thinking,” said White,
29. “Matt’s initial reaction was that
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y initial reaction was that I was afraid of this man,
and I didn’t know what he was thinking.

we are not getting out of this cab on
the expressway.”
White called a complaint line and
was eventually connected to police,
who sent officers to the grocery store
parking lot. The cab driver told
police White and McCrea had been
“making sex,” which the two deny.
No one was arrested, and the two
men eventually got out of the cab
and waited for another one to come
pick them up.
The driver told the Chicago SunTimes that he was annoyed because the
two men wouldn’t stop kissing and that
he found their behavior distracting.

— Steven White
from West Hollywood, California
The couple say they exchanged
only a brief kiss.
The gay rights organization
Lambda Legal filed a complaint
Monday with the Illinois Department
of Human Rights seeking damages
on their behalf.
Sun Taxi general manager Jong
Lee says he can not comment on the
complaint until he sees it.
McCrea says since the incident he
might be a little more cautious about
how he acts. However, White says he
refuses to change his behavior.
“We’re a couple just like any other
couple,” he said.
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Calif. Gov. Brown signs clean
energy pact with northern states
ANTHONY YORK
Los Angeles Times

JOHN SCOTT | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Matthew Purdy, associate director of Career Services and Placement, right, speaks to LaReshia
Doll, a senior from East St. Louis studying theater, center, and Csaba Gercsak, a senior from
Hungary studying finance, about preparing for the University Career Fair Monday at Rehn Hall.
The fair, which takes place Wednesday at the Student Center, features 51 employers looking for
potential employees. Purdy compares the fair to a science fair, but this time the students are
the judges. “It’s a really great way to meet and interact with potential employers on your own
campus and it is a very low impact way to make a strong impression,” Purdy said.

HACKATHON
CONTINUED FROM

1

Kyle Harfst, executive director
of the Dunn-Richmond Economic
Development Center, where the
hackathon is taking place, said there
is the possibility of tech companies
investing or forming in the area out of
events like this.
“There is also an altruistic nature of
this,” Harfst said. “Doing something

for the betterment of the public, I
think, would be a more broad way of
explaining this. What’s something that
we can do good as professionals for the
region or for the state or whoever. Is
there something we can do in 12 hours
that will better the public?”
Harfst, Jones and Glass also said
the event could bring more jobs to the
southern Illinois area. Jeremy Packer,
a senior from Metropolis studying
computer science and owner of Life

at Southern, said the hackathon could
lead to student economic development.
“I could see an influx of more
student-based startups of students
coming up with ideas at these events
and running with it,” he said. “You
never know if you have the next big
idea until you have it.”
Registration for the HackSI
Hackathon begins at 9:30 a.m. For
more information about the event,
visit www.hacksi.me.

SAN FRANCISCO — Gov. Jerry
Brown signed a new pact Monday
to formally align California’s clean
energy policies with those of Oregon,
Washington state and British Columbia.
The agreement commits all four
governments to work toward ways to
put a price on carbon pollution, require
the use of lower-carbon gasoline and
set goals for reducing greenhouse gases
across the region.
The nonbinding blueprint also sets
new targets for electric vehicles —
aiming for 10 percent of all new cars and
trucks in the region to be emission-free
by 2016 — and calls for the construction
of a bullet-train system from Canada to
California.
“These are modest steps,” Brown
told about 100 people at the San
Francisco offices of computer
hardware maker Cisco Systems, with
sweeping views of the bay behind
him. “We have to take action.”
Washington Gov. Jay Inslee, a
Democrat elected last year after 12
years in Congress, said he hoped the
accord would send a message to the
nation’s capital, where Democrats and
Republicans have been unable to agree
on sweeping environmental legislation.
“Congress has ground to a halt because
of climate deniers,” he said. “I hope this
can restart a national conversation, and
hopefully action, on climate change.”
This is not the first time California
has sought cooperation with regional
governments on environmental policy.

All four participants in the new pact
were members of the Western Climate
Initiative, a 2007 regional accord intended
to create a joint carbon-trading market.
Efforts to establish that market,
which would have set a common levy
on carbon emissions and established
regional pollution caps, stalled in the
Oregon and Washington legislatures.
Monday’s agreement could face
similar obstacles, but it gives the states
more leeway to devise their own ways of
charging polluters.
California has a carbon market
that allows large polluters to buy the
right to emit greenhouse gases. British
Columbia has had a carbon-pollution
tax since 2008. Either method would be
permissible under the new blueprint.
Oregon Democratic Gov. John
Kitzhaber said his state has not yet
decided which policy to pursue.
In California, business groups
that have voiced opposition to the
state’s emission targets said Monday’s
announcement was a positive step.
“We have always believed that we
need a broad market that includes not
only other states but other countries,
in order for it to function efficiently,”
said Shelly Sullivan, a spokeswoman for
the AB 32 Implementation Group, a
business organization that has opposed
state pollution controls.
The group is named for the 2006
law requiring California to reduce its
greenhouse gases to 1990 levels by the
year 2020.
“We have long argued that a stateonly approach would crush the state
economy,” Sullivan said.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

THEIR WORD

America bewitched: Suspicion persists
OWEN DAVIES
THE FREE LANCE-STAR
As Halloween approaches, the Salem, Mass.,
city tourism industry goes into overdrive.
“Come to Salem and B-Prepared-2-B-Scared! It’s
Halloween City!” runs one current slogan.
It is a time of harmless fun for many, but the
reason Salem is a staple of the Halloween industry
is, of course, due to tragic events more than three
centuries ago. It was in nearby Salem Village (now
Danvers), that in 1692 accusations of witchcraft
led to the execution of 19 people, with four other
accused witches perishing in jail.
Within a few decades Salem had become a
byword for intolerance, bigotry, and credulity.
Over and over again in the 19th century
educators, politicians, historians and novelists
portrayed it as a full stop in America’s colonial
past. “Remember Salem! Never Again!” became a
motto of the country’s promoters of enlightenment
and progress.
Today, Salem still looms large in America’s
historical memory, thanks in part to its place in the
curriculum of many schools. It is an episode ripe for
illustrating the lessons to be learned from history.
American children are far more exposed to the
story of 17th-century witch persecution than their
counterparts in Europe. This is commendable.
Yet the focus on Salem over the centuries is also
deeply problematic, for it overshadows America’s
much more complex and recent history of
witch persecution.
The fear of witches that fueled the Salem trials
was no aberration, no popular “panic” or wave of

“hysteria,” but a deep, pervasive response to dealing
with misfortune in a precarious everyday world.
The trials may have originated with the malicious
attention-seeking of two young girls, but it was the
accumulated misfortunes of the community that
generated the search for those responsible.
Two centuries on from Salem and many
Americans are still living in an essentially
similar social, cultural, economic, and
religious environment.
The vicissitudes of life on the edge were all
too real, and so was the fear of witchcraft as an
explanation for misfortune and envy. Over the last
three centuries, thousands of Americans, mostly
women, have been abused for being suspected
witches. Hundreds of court cases arose from
accusations of witchcraft. Most startling of all, it is
clear now that we know of more people murdered
as witches in America after 1692 than were legally
executed before that date.
So Salem not only marks the ending of the
Colonial witch trials, but also the beginning of a
new era of witch hunting, one that was no longer
pursued by the authorities but by individuals
and communities.
It was an age of witch persecution that
reflected the development of the nation, fueled
by conflict with Native Americans, the rise of
slavery, and the influx of millions of immigrants
from all parts of Europe. It is no surprise that the
epidemics of European diseases that decimated
Native American communities were blamed on
witchcraft, that plantation owners feared the
strange poisons, potions, and spells known to their
African slaves, and that Europeans brought with

them books of magic to deal with witches in the
new land.
As in colonial Salem, the Bible was used to
justify the existence and extermination of witches
in modern America: the King James Bible found
in the homes of millions of Americans was
categorical that “Though shalt not suffer a witch
to live” (Exodus 22:18). The learned Choctaw
politician and minister Solomon Hotema referred
to this injunction after shooting dead three people,
including his sister-in-law, in 1899.
In Butte, Mont., in 1937, a Serbian immigrant
Ilija Martinovich, who shot his policeman cousin
in the back of the head for being a wizard, testified
in court that during a bout of depression when
he was unemployed, he had read the Bible several
times. He returned repeatedly to Exodus and, in
his own words, the command that “the wizard no
live, that means they be killed.”
The numerous new religious movements and
sects that multiplied in America did not escape
the atmosphere of fear and denunciation. Several
Native American evangelical, prophetic outpourings
were fueled by and sparked off concerns over
witches. During the first half of the 19th century
Mormons faced persistent accusations of magic,
while the activities of smaller sects attracted similar
suspicion in local communities. Spiritualists were
denounced in some quarters as necromancers and
closet Satanists.
The Christian Science movement was shaken
to its core in 1878 by the so-called Ipswich
witchcraft trial. This was heard in the courthouse
at Salem, Mass., and concerned accusations
of “malicious animal magnetism,” an invisible

force which caused ill health in a similar manner
to bewitchment.
Why has so little of this history been told?
In part because over two centuries dominant
European–American voices have attempted to
distance themselves from the story of witchcraft
in the American republic, or to make it the
story of others. In the majority view of the
time, Native Americans and African–Americans
were considered more inherently prone to such
“superstitions” as witchcraft. It was their “problem,”
which the white authorities periodically had to deal
with, generating considerable racist condescension
in the process.
Another comforting tendency was to
“folklorize” witchcraft, depict it as a remnant of
antiquated beliefs that lingered in the backwoods
and hinterlands of America, an eccentricity of the
scattered settlers in the Appalachians or the closed
communities of the Pennsylvania Dutch.
From the mid-19th century, the belief in
witchcraft was also pathologized. Surely anyone
who felt so strongly about witches that they
killed them must be insane! The truth is harder
to deal with, less easy to fit in the narrative of
American progress.
Yet here we are in America today and witches
are all around us in literature, film and television _
and on the streets during Halloween.
So this Oct. 31, spare a thought that it was
only a few decades ago that behaving like a witch
could have got you shot dead. And who is to say
that those days of persecution may not return in
the future?
Happy Halloween.

Submissions
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Promoting with peace

ALEXA ROGALS | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Nicholas Rion, a graduate student in English as a second language from Lick Creek, right, talks with
Randi Henricy, a sophomore from Crystal Lake studying philosophy, about the screening of ‘Image of
an Assassination’ Tuesday at Faner Hall. According to Rion, the film will provide the audience with a
different outlook of the John F. Kennedy assassination and includes a never-before-seen version of the
renowned Zapruder film. The Registered Student Organization Students for Peace and Democracy are
hosting the free film, which will be held Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium.
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Blackface costumes revive
Halloween controversy
LEANNE ITALIE
Associated Press
N EW YO R K — Is donning
blackface to dress up as a favorite TV
character ever OK for Halloween?
How about a bloody hoodie and
blackface for a costume riff on the
slain teen Trayvon Martin, or full-on
minstrel at a splashy Africa-themed
party for the fashion elite in Milan?
Each of those costumes made
headlines this Halloween season. And
the answer to each, African studies and
culture experts said, is never.
“The painful history of minstrelsy is
not that long ago for us to think that
now, somehow, we can do it differently
or do it better,” said Yaba Blay, codirector of Africana Studies at Drexel
University in Philadelphia.
Julianne Hough found that out the
hard way. She apologized on Twitter
over the weekend amid criticism for
darkening her skin for a costume as
Crazy Eyes from “Orange is the New
Black” at a Hollywood bash.
Hough explained on Twitter: “I am
a huge fan of the show Orange is the
New black, actress Uzo Aduba, and the
character she has created. It certainly was
never my intention to be disrespectful
or demeaning to anyone in any way. I
realize my costume hurt and offended
people and I truly apologize.”
There’s a fine line between mockery
and tribute — and it’s a line that
blackface has the power to obliterate,

said Marita Sturken, professor of
media, culture and communication at
New York University.
“It’s never something very simple,
and if you’re going to don a costume and
put on a black face there’s no possibility
of nuance there,” she said. “It doesn’t
matter that it was a character from a TV
show. That doesn’t get her off the hook.
If she’s going to put some substance
on her face, that constitutes blackface
and this incredibly complicated history
gets evoked.”
Historically, blackface emerged in
the mid-19th century, representing a
combination of put-down, fear and
morbid fascination with black culture,
said Eric Lott, a visiting American
studies professor at City University of
New York’s graduate center. Among
the most prominent examples: Al
Jolson and Eddie Cantor.
“It’s constantly a form of
entertainment that backs itself into
all kinds of trouble, whether political
trouble around slavery or a kind of
mental trouble having to do with
fantasizing about black people,” said
Lott, who wrote the 1993 book “Love
& Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy & the
American Working Class.”
As for Hough, he said: “It’s just a
stupid thing to do. It’s a racist thing
to do. What blackface does is give the
white people privilege of representing
black people, of taking black images
and treating them as a thing owned.”
Kelsey Crowe, who teaches social

work in San Francisco, has been
following the fracas on Facebook. She
sees more tribute to Crazy Eyes than
hatred in Hough’s costume. Other
recent examples are far more troubling,
she said.
“Trayvon Martin, that’s awful,”
Crowe said of two Florida men whose
photo circulated on social media ahead
of Halloween on Thursday.
One was in blackface with a simulated
bloody bullet hole at the chest and the
other simulated a gun to the head of the
faux 17-year-old while dressed as George
Zimmerman, the neighborhood watch
volunteer who fatally shot Trayvon in
Florida and was acquitted in court.
She was also “not into” the minstrel
costumes in Milan. But the look for
Hough “didn’t strike me as exploitative
at all,” she said.
“In other cases blackface is used
to make fun of people. I really saw
this as a way to embody a character
that you like,” said Crowe, who will
be a cat for Halloween with her
3-year-old daughter.
“Everybody likes the character of
Crazy Eyes,” she added, “but I guess that
could be said of Aunt Jemima, too.”
Bad judgment on blackface for
Halloween is nothing new to Blay.
“I’ve taught at predominantly
white institutions for seven years,”
she said. “And every Halloween
like clockwork there is a blackface
incident, if not on our campus then
on somebody’s campus.”
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WORLD & NATION
Mother of Trayvon Martin urges
end to ‘stand-your-ground’ laws
SARAH SEXTON
McClatchy Washington Bureau
Trayvon Martin’s mother testified
before a Senate panel Tuesday,
urging states to amend their “standyour-ground” laws.
Sybrina Fulton described how
her son was walking home unarmed
in Sanford, Fla., when he was shot
and killed by neighborhood watch
volunteer George Zimmerman just
three weeks after the family had
celebrated Martin’s 17th birthday.
Zimmerman’s July trial captured
the nation’s attention and sparked
heated debate over stand-yourground laws after a jury found him
not guilty of second-degree murder
and manslaughter.
A stand-your-ground law allows
a potential crime victim in fear of
grave harm to use deadly force in
public places; it also eliminates the
duty to retreat. Between 2000 and
2010, at least 22 states enacted some
form of a stand-your-ground law.
Although
the
Zimmerman

defense did not mention such laws
at his trial, one of the six jurors in
the trial — known only as juror B37 — told CNN’s Anderson Cooper
that Florida’s stand-your-ground
law was key in the jury’s verdict.
Fulton said she attended the
hearing of the Senate Judiciary
Committee “to let you know how
important it is that we amend this
stand-your-ground because it did
not work in my case. The person
that shot and killed my son is
walking the streets today, and this
law does not work.”
Sen. Dick Durbin, D-Ill., who
presided over the hearing, cited
Texas A&M University research
suggesting about 600 homicides a
year could be linked to stand-yourground laws; the research found no
indication that the laws deter crime.
Durbin said the laws encourage
a “shoot first” mentality, increase
the likelihood that confrontations
will escalate to deadly violence,
and make prosecuting crimes
more difficult.

‘‘T

o let you know how important it is that we amend this
stand-your-ground because it did not work in my case.
The person that shot and killed my son is walking the
streets today, and this law does not work.

— Sybrina Fulton
Mother of Trayvon Martin

Sen. Ted Cruz, R-Texas,
however, questioned the purpose
of the hearing, saying the federal
government has no authority over
state self-defense laws _ and that
states should make their own
judgments. Cruz also said selfdefense is a bedrock liberty and
the stand-your-ground laws apply
only to cases in which there is an
imminent attack that could cause
death or serious injury, not to
violent aggressors.
Rep. Marcia Fudge, D-Ohio,
testified to the Senate committee that
stand-your-ground laws promote a
“‘Wild West’ environment in our
communities where individuals

play the roles of judge, jury and
executioner.”
Fudge,
who
chairs
the
Congressional
Black
Caucus,
also argued that the laws
disproportionately harm AfricanAmericans. She said studies show a
white person shooting an AfricanAmerican is more often found
justified in stand-your-ground states
than an African-American shooting
a white person.
John R. Lott Jr., president of the
Crime Prevention Research Center,
urged the senators to consider that
the vast majority of cases in which
the defendant invokes stand-yourground protection involve crimes

between people of the same race;
he cited a Tampa Bay Tribune study
of 112 Florida cases that found
90 percent of African-American
victims were killed by another
African-American.
“The people who are most likely
to be victims of crimes are poor
blacks who benefit from the option
of being able to protect themselves,”
Lott said.
Stand-your-ground laws changed
the defendant’s burden of proving
that he or she reasonably perceived a
threat to presuming the defendant’s
perception was reasonable, said
David LaBahn, the president
and CEO of the Association of
Prosecuting Attorneys.
And given the prejudices that
many Americans hold, laws that
hinge on an individual’s subjective
belief are likely to produce
prejudiced results, he said.
“Because it’s subjective, it allows
them to go ahead and believe they’re
in danger and do the dramatic thing
and take a life,” LaBahn said.
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THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO TUESDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

10/30/13

9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
32
34
35
36
38
40

Mistakes
Fashionable
Bay
Use a Kindle
Topeka’s state:
abbr.
In __; gradually
Accompanied
as a protector
Sphere of the
world
Charades and
Trivial Pursuit
Celebrities
Faithful
Unlock
Evil spirit
Thick-coated
curly-tailed dog
Volcanic output
Floored
Send in
payment
__ to; cite
Serene
Leg joint
Scorch
Plant seedlings
Lowest point

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

Unscramble
these
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
these
four four
Jumbles,
Unscramble
Jumbles,
one letter
tothese
each
square,
one one
letter
to
each
square,
letterfour
to each
square,
to
form
ordinary
words.
to form
four four
ordinary
words.
to form
ordinary
words.

RAGCO
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43 Challenge
45 Certain snails
48 Coniferous
trees
50 Well aged and
mild, as a wine
51 High-powered
surgical beam
52 Thick clay brick

10/29/13

53 Drops
explosives on
54 Like a garden
after the rain
56 Bosc or Bartlett
57 Smidgen
58 Shadowbox
59 __ up; delayed
62 Dad

ROSWOR

ROSWOR
ROSWOR
ROSWOR

RUYTEK
RUYTEK
RUYTEK
RUYTEK

“A: ““
A: “
A: A:
Answer:

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills
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5
6
7
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Tuesday’s
Puzzle Solved
Friday’s Puzzle Solved

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

DOWN
1 Fence opening
2 __ though;
albeit
3 Just a stone’s
throw away

3 4

Tuesday’s Answers:

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

ACROSS
1 Autry and Kelly
6 Irritates
10 Breakfast
order, often
14 Turn away, as
the eyes
15 Tidy
16 Bench board
17 Emotional
18 Actress Turner
19 Unconscious
state
20 Registered
22 Peanut
24 Public uprising
25 Make sad
26 Stylish; elegant
29 Adjust, as a
thermostat
30 TV’s “Hee __”
31 Sultan’s wives
33 Least desirable
chicken pieces
37 Superior to
39 Yellow citrus
41 Great __; very
tall dog
42 Got just one’s
feet wet
44 End-of-the-term
exam
46 Meadowland
47 Gem surface
49 Not as well-lit
51 Worker
54 Silent actor
55 Thought the
world of
56 Rather lilaccolored
60 Partial amount
61 Mocked
63 Wed on the run
64 Recedes
65 Highway
66 Sum
67 Take a nap
68 Lively
69 Grassy piece of
land

2

Now Now
arrange
the the
circled
letters
arrange
circled
letters
Now
arrange
the the
circled
letters
to
form
the
surprise
answer,
asas
Now
arrange
circled
letters
to form
the surprise
answer,
to
form
the
surprise
answer,
as
suggested
above
cartoon.
tosuggested
form by
thethe
surprise
answer,
as
by
the
above
cartoon.
suggested
by the
cartoon.
suggested
by above
the above
cartoon.

”” ””

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
Jumbles:
CHESS
GUILT
PROVEN
TOPPLE
CHESS
GUILT
PROVEN
TOPPLE
Jumbles:
Jumbles:
CHESS
GUILT
PROVEN
TOPPLE
Yesterday’s
Tuesday’s
Jumbles:
CHESS
PROVEN
Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
Her of
fear
of GUILT
going
toinbed
indark
the made
dark TOPPLE
made
Answer:
Yesterday’s
Her
fear
going
to
bed
the
Answer:
Her fear
of
going
to bed
in the
dark
Answers: Answer:
Her
fear
of going
in the
darkmade
made
Answer:
their
daughter
a to
— bed
LIGHT
SLEEPER
theirdaughter
daughter
—aLIGHT
SLEEPER
their
aa —
LIGHT
SLEEPER
their
daughter
— LIGHT
SLEEPER

Aries — Today is a 9 — Distractions
abound, especially romantically. Chop
wood and carry water. Provide great
service. Call in the reserves and they’ll
take care of you. It’s a good time for an
intimate conversation.

Cancer — Today is a 9 — Follow
a hunch to find riches. But don’t
spend what you don’t have. It’s better
to do the work yourself today and
save. And don’t avoid your personal
responsibilities and chores.

Libra — Today is a 9 — It’s
contemplation time. Put your thoughts
down in writing, even if you never
plan to read them. It’s the process that
counts.You’re especially cute now, even
if you don’t think so.

Capricorn — Today is a 9 —
Remember epic dreams, and build a
dynamic vision. A partner helps you
achieve the next level. Let another
represent you. Travel and adventure
call. The road may get bumpy.

Taurus — Today is a 9 —Read
everything and soak it all up. You’re
creatively on fire and quite attractive.
Focus on your strengths and build
up your equity. Get it in writing. Get
paperwork done early so you can play.

Leo — Today is a 9 —Your
financial net worth increases, thanks
to your determination. You don’t
have to make things complicated or
complex. Keep it simple, and stick to
basics for ease and freedom.

Scorpio — Today is a 9 — The
possibility of error is high, as well as
the possibility of reward. Weigh your
risks and choose your battles. It’s a
good time to make long-range plans
and renew career goals. Make lists.

Aquarius — Today is a 9 —
Add a bit of passion, and it’ll be
easier to handle business and
financial issues. Take some time
off to go for a walk, a ride or a
drive, and clear some ideas.

Gemini — Today is a 9 — Create
more work for yourself. The busier
you are, the less time you’ll have to
spend money; earn it by saving. A
softer voice works better. Continue
your studies of a particular passion.

Virgo — Today is a 9 — Listen
for magic in the most unusual places.
You’re especially strong right now. Use
your power wisely. Advise the others to
stick to the schedule. Keep order. Find a
way to spend more time at home.

Sagittarius — Today is a 9 — Bring
along as many friends as possible,
but remember to get some private
time for rest or meditation. Expand
your playfulness, especially around
your career endeavors.

Pisces — Today is a 9 —
Family matters and work may
collide, but not for long. Make sure
you understand what’s requested.
Sometimes you just have to say what
they want to hear, out of love.
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The NBA season tipped off last night with three games including the Miami Heat letting their championship
banner down against the Chicago Bulls and the Clippers against the Lakers in a battle of Los Angeles supremacy.
There are a number of storylines this season, which include the return of guards Derrick Rose, Kobe Bryant and
Russell Westbrook. Also the Miami Heat will try to do what only two other organizations have done in NBA history,
which is three-peat. What is your most interesting storyline this season?

The Miami Heat has won the championship the past two seasons but may have its work cut out for it in the East with the
return of Bulls’ guard Derrick Rose, a revamped Brooklyn Nets roster and the Indiana Pacers and their stout frontcourt.
However, I’m more interested in the battle of the Western Conference. The West is as wide open as it has ever been. Teams
such as the Oklahoma City Thunder, San Antonio Spurs, Los Angeles Clippers, Houston Rockets, and Golden State Warriors all
have the potential to come out of the West. It will be interesting to see who will vie for that top spot.

I am a huge Chicago Bulls fan, and to me, the most interesting storyline is the Derrick Rose return. I
think once you are away from the game for so long and you finally return all eyes are on you,
especially after an injury. Last season he chose to sit out to rest his knee, but he is now healthy and
ready to play. Rose is my favorite NBA player in the league, and I am excited to see how he performs
after reconstructive surgery. He was dominant during the preseason and has improved his vertical
leap and long-range shooting. I just can't wait to watch Rose return and a lot of NBA this year.

Terrance
Peacock

Symone
Woolridge

The Boston Celtics have completely overhauled their roster. It starts with the team changing
head coaches. Former coach Doc Rivers has won a title, but Brad Stevens is a rookie coach who
found more success than expected taking the Butler Bulldogs to two consecutive national
championship appearances. The Celtics also lost two franchise players this offseason to trade,
so they may possibly go from contender to pretender.

Aaron
Graff

I'm most interested in seeing is how Dwight Howard and the Houston Rockets play this season. I've
never been a Howard fan, but I can't deny his raw ability. The Rockets are putting the pieces
together to be a contender in the future, but can Howard deal with not being the star on the team?
He couldn't handle it in Los Angeles and James Harden is a rising star in the NBA. If they play to their
potential, the Rockets could finish in the middle of the pack in the Western Conference.
Tyler
Dixon

VAHE GREGORIAN
The Kansas City Star
Perhaps 3 inches or so from
caroming between the uprights or
maybe even going through unscathed
and sending the game into a third
overtime, the ball clanked off the left
goalpost and fell no good.
Instead, the game was over, and
Mizzou lost 27-24 in double overtime,
and Andrew Baggett was immediately
cast somewhere between shock and
anguish.
There was no worse feeling he could
think of. He felt his stomach drop and
wanted only to get to the sanctuary of
the locker room. But even in there, he
wanted to “crawl into a hole, disappear
for maybe a day or two.”
He sat with his head bowed and a
towel over his head.
That’s when senior receiver
L’Damian Washington made his way
over to Baggett.
Washington still was in tears from
the loss. Maybe Baggett was, too. But
even if he wasn’t, there was no doubt
he was pierced to his soul.
So Washington leaned over and
gently tugged the veil up just a little,
careful not to make Baggett feel any
more exposed or vulnerable than he
wanted to be.
And he kissed him on the cheek and
told him he loved him.
“That’s all that mattered at that
time,” Washington said.
Some people didn’t think that
mattered so much.
Never mind that Baggett had scored
half of MU’s points a week before in
the Tigers 36-17 win over Florida, or

that a year ago he kicked a 35-yard
field goal to beat Tennessee in the
fourth overtime.
Suddenly, Baggett, a sophomore,
didn’t just miss a kick. Suddenly, he was
a choker and plenty worse if you were
tuned in to antisocial media, where the
absence of filter and responsibility also
can mean no conscience or sense of
mercy.
“For people to be on his back so
hard,” Washington said, “it’s kind of
heartbreaking.”
But Baggett wasn’t tuned in.
After the game, after many
teammates had shown similar support,
he turned off his phone and stayed off
the Internet for the most part.
“I wasn’t searching my name,” he
said, smiling and adding, “Don’t know
if I shut down Twitter or not, if it was
trending or something.”
Besides, he said, “Nobody’s
comment will ever make me feel
worse than what I did on that field.
The negative comments, I don’t pay
attention to that. That doesn’t affect
me.”
He saw his parents, who as it
happens still love him and left him with
comfort treats, including brownies
and pecans roasted with brown sugar
cinnamon.
Then he tried to sleep. But mostly
he found himself in some turmoil,
thinking and upset, wondering even
when he was asleep if he was just
dreaming that.
Morning mercifully came, and he
noticed that the sun came up and he
started moving forward by resuming
his football routine and going to a
soccer game with Washington and

‘‘T

hese games don’t define exactly who we are in life, I
think that’s the big thing.

others.
“What’s dwelling on it going to do
for me? It’s going to do nothing,” he
said. “If I sit there and dread it all week,
if I start freaking out when I go out
there for a field goal, I’ll miss them all.”
He’s still not exactly sure what
happened. But he is sure it was no one’s
fault but his own even though he had
to kick from a crummy angle at the
left hashmark and the ball was placed
off a high snap with the laces turned
backwards when it was put down.
“It doesn’t matter what those things
are,” he said. “I’ve got to make that
kick. If the ball’s . . . on the ground
horizontal, I have to make that kick.”
Asked if he might concede that in a
perfect world he would have been able
to make it if he had kicked from the
middle of the field, Baggett said since
they weren’t there, he didn’t know.
He reconsidered, smiled and
added: “In a perfect world, I make
everything. Because I’m perfect in
that world.”
Like everyone else, it turns out he’s
not in that particular world.
But that hardly justifies the cowardly
vitriol that’s been cast his way.
“First of all, I can go back and
probably change nine or 10 plays
in the fourth quarter or overtime to
change that football game,” Mizzou
coach Gary Pinkel said.

— L’Damian Washington
Mizzou senior receiver

The idea that Baggett has been
targeted by fans irked Pinkel, who
called it “ridiculous” and bluntly
suggested the perpetrators “back off.”
Not that it’s by any means been
universal.
For his part, Baggett says the support
he’s received has been “twenty-fold” to
the criticism.
And MU guard Max Copeland, a
physics major, offered his own theory
of that ratio and the dynamics between
Mizzou players and fans, which he
explained with, well, some cell theory.
“You could call the football team the
nucleus, and you could call the fans the
membrane,” he said.
Nearly every personal interaction
MU players have with fans, he
said, shows them to be “loving,
compassionate (and) very supportive
of our craft.”
It’s the impersonal ones, over
the Internet, that can seem warped
otherwise.
“I got out of the social media gig
because it’s a virtual reality that I think
is very misrepresentative of large groups
of people,” Copeland said. “And I don’t
like it because there’s no accountability.
It’s completely anonymous.
“People reside in that anonymity
and get to say whatever they want.
And that’s why I think it’s a false reality
I don’t want to be a part of. And . . . the

actions you might see in this alternate
reality are not representative of the
Mizzou fans as a people.”
But more and more, it is
representative of people . . . as people,
as the Cardinals’ Kolten Wong became
just the latest to learn after being
picked off, ending game four of the
World Series on Sunday night.
Imagine the shattering permanent
damage such mean-spiritedness could
have on, well, anyone apt to read it,
let alone unequipped to emotionally
block it out.
“You’ve just got to know in your
heart of hearts exactly who you are
and kind of filter through it all,”
Washington said.
While Pinkel acknowledged he’s
concerned about Baggett’s psyche,
Baggett by all outward indications has
the mental resilience and focus and
support network to be able handle it.
“Blank slate _ what happened last
week’s gone,” he said. “Can’t change it.
Has nothing to do with this week. . .
. Do I want it back? Absolutely. Am I
going to dwell on it? No.”
After all, “That’s the life of the
kicker. If I thought it would be smooth
sailing, I wouldn’t be a kicker. I’d be at
home watching TV or something.”
But even if he knows that, it bears
remembering for those inclined to lob
abuse at him from their bunkers: He’s
a sophomore in college, and he’s flesh
and blood before he’s a kicker.
A lot of fans do know that, and
so do the teammates who’ve rallied
around him.
“These games don’t define exactly
who we are in life,” Washington said.
“I think that’s the big thing.”
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FOOTBALL

Salukis need players to step up beside West
TERRANCE PEACOCK
Daily Egyptian
Throw him to the wolves.
This was coach Dale Lennon’s response to how he
would prepare redshirt freshman quarterback Ryan
West for the possibility of the teams’ excessive pressure
based on his lack of experience.
“That’s the only way to see if he’s ready or not,”
Lennon said.
Only time will tell if West is ready to handle
the pressures of being the Salukis’ first-string
quarterback. As he prepares for that daunting
responsibility, star players, role players, backups —
every player must elevate his game to take some of
the spotlight off West.
“In these types of situations, you ask the other players
to step it up a notch to support Ryan,” Lennon said.
“We have to make sure he’s not getting hit to shake his
confidence. Our receivers also have to be spot on. You
just basically have everyone pick up their level of play.”
The offensive line has performed well all season,
which was a big reason why senior quarterback Kory
Faulkner was having such a great year under center.
The line must perform at an even higher level now
that a quarterback with such little experience is
leading the huddle.
Receivers and running backs must make big plays
to take the burden off West. Senior receiver John
Lantz and junior tight end MyCole Pruitt rank third
and fifth, respectively, in the Missouri Valley Football
Conference in receiving yards per game. They must
continue that level of production in Faulkner’s absence.
Lennon said despite the bye week, players like Lantz
and Pruitt handled it just like any other to try and get
on the same page as West.
“Going back to this past week, these guys really
didn’t have the opportunity to get the week off
because they were trying to get comfortable with
Ryan,” Lennon said. “So that’s part of the confidence
that we are trying to build within that unit.”
Junior running back Malcom Agnew averages
110 rushing yards per game in SIU’s four wins. He
averages 34 yards per game in the three losses he has
played in. Agnew as well as junior running backs
Ken Malcome and Tay Willis must all produce in
the running game because as is the case all season,
when the Salukis produce on the ground, they come
away with wins.
Still, West must be poised enough to direct the
offense.

CHRIS ZOELLER | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Junior running back Tay Willis holds off a Youngstown State University defender Sept. 28 during the Salukis’ 28-27 loss at
Saluki Stadium. Willis has tallied 272 total rushing yards and 138 total receiving yards this season for the Salukis. SIU will
travel to Macomb, Ill., Saturday to take on Western Illinois University at Hanson Field.
Lennon said he has sensed change in West
this week with his ability to run the offense.
“He seems more comfortable and calm and
is establishing himself as the quarterback of the
offensive unit,” Lennon said.
Regardless, it is up to the more experienced
players to lead the Salukis to victory, and
Lennon said that includes the help of injured
senior quarterback Kory Faulkner.
Faulkner endured the same situation as West
in 2011, when then senior quarterback Paul
McIntosh went down with a shoulder injury.
As a sophomore, Faulkner was called upon to

lead the Salukis and has started every game
until suffering the fractured index finger against
North Dakota State University.
“I think Kory is going to be a very big help,
just because he went through it himself,” Lennon
said. “I think Kory can give (West) some insight
and be that calming element. Naturally, Kory
will be pretty involved on the sideline.”
Lennon said the team has moved on from
Faulkner’s injury and expects West to play
well and develop as the leader of the offense
for years to come. This could be the start of
West’s reign as Saluki starting quarterback and

Lennon said there are multiple positives he sees
in West’s game.
“I think he has the full package,” Lennon said.
“I think the thing I like about Ryan is that as the
backup quarterback he has spent a lot of time
watching film. I think he can make the throws
he needs in our offense. There is no reason for us
not to expect the same things from Ryan as we
would with Kory.”
Terrance Peacock can be reached at
tpeacock@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 256.

WATER POLO

AARON GRAFF
Daily Egyptian
Unlike several club sports, SIU
Water Polo competes at a conference
level, and this year the Salukis are the
only team representing the Missouri
Valley Conference.
Water polo is a sport that combines
handball and swimming, which forces
athletes to tread water the whole time
they are playing.
Each game is four quarters that last
seven minutes each. The pool is at least
12 feet deep, so every swimmer has to
tread water the whole time they are
playing. Each team has six members
and a goalie at all times.
Club President, Eric Engleson,
a senior from Arlington Heights
studying therapeutic recreation, said
SIU’s club has not traditionally held a

‘‘T

hey come from a school where they never had a losing
record,” Jacobson said. “They get frustrated with the
team because they do not like losing.”
— Justin Jacobson
Junior from St. Charles

winning record. This season the team
has only won one game, which was
because of a forfeit.
However, he said the team has not
always had all members at the meets thus
far and it traditionally does better during
the spring semester than the fall.
“I felt like we did pretty good there,”
Engleson said. “But we were against
the best teams in our conference so we
did not really have a chance to get any
wins under our belt.”
According to the Collegiate Water

Polo Association, SIU elected not to
compete at the division championship so
it did not earn a final place in the division
standings.
Club Vice President and captain,
Justin Jacobson, a junior from St. Charles
studying advertising, said some members
get frustrated with the losing record.
“They come from a school where
they never had a losing record,”
Jacobson said. “They get frustrated
with the team because they do not
like losing.”

Jacobson admitted he had some of
those frustrations his freshman year,
but realized the game is something
he does for fun, and he has gotten
better. Jacobson played in high school
and was the first person from his high
school to be selected for All-Sectionals.
He said he has been passionate about
water polo from the beginning.
“It’s one of the most challenging
things I’ve learned to do,” Jacobson said.
“Some people say baseball is the love of
their life, and once I got good at it, it has
become the love of my life.”
Treasurer, Peter Schorsch, a
sophomore from Elk Grove studying
information systems technology said he
played in high school as well and the club
meant he could continue his career. He
also said water polo is a unique sport.
“It’s definitely a lot different than
other sports,” Schorsch said. “The

games are usually pretty close, and
can be exciting by the end.”
Engleson said members pay a $50 fee
per semester that covers both travel costs
and some equipment costs.
Currently, the team does not have
caps; which are a waterproof material
that protect the player’s head and also
show what team they are on along with
their number. The caps prevent players
from getting hit in the ear, which can
cause a player to go deaf.
Engleson said the team is trying hard
to make sure it can have caps for the
spring semester.
The team practices every Monday
thru Wednesday 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.,
at the Edward J Shea Natatorium.
Aaron Graff can be contacted at
Agraff@dailyegyptian.com
or (618)-536-3311 ext. 282

